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Abstract
Mental imagery is a fundamental cognitive process of interest to basic scientists and clinical researchers. This study
examined large-scale oscillatory brain activity in the alpha band (8–12 Hz) during language-driven mental imagery
using dense-array EEG. Three experiments demonstrated relative increases in alpha amplitude: (1) during imagery
prompted by words compared to fixation without imagery instruction, (2) during imagery of word content compared to
imagery of geometric shapes, and (3) during imagery of emotionally evocative words compared to imagery of less
emotionally arousing content. Alpha increases for semantically loaded imagery were observed in parieto-occipital
regions, sustained throughout the imagery period. Findings imply that alpha oscillations index active memory and
internal cognitive processing, reflecting neural communication in cortical networks representing motor, semantic, and
perceptual aspects of the imagined scene.
Descriptors: Emotion, Cognition, EEG/ERP, Imagery, Alpha

Malach, & Pascual-Leone, 2005). Current theorizing about the role
of large-scale brain activity reflected in the alpha band of the
human EEG suggests that these neuronal oscillations play an
important role in active cortical inhibition and gating of information flow (e.g., Klimesch, 2006). Here, we aimed to characterize
the changes in brain electrical activity induced by word-evoked
mental imagery recorded from high-density EEG. In a series of
experiments, we manipulated the complexity of imagery content
and contrasted verbally prompted imagery differing in the amount
of affective arousal.
As an active element of clinical intervention (Singer, 2006),
imagery of emotional scenes is widely used in the treatment of
fear, anxiety, depression, and many other diagnoses (Foa, McNally,
& Murdock, 1989; Kraft, 1970; Rubin, Spates, Johnson, & Jouppi,
2009; Wiederhold et al., 2002). Much of this work has been guided
by a bioinformational theory of imagery (Lang, 1979), which holds
that verbal event descriptions of emotional situations activate a
broad cognitive network in the brain, coding not just sensory information, but also associated semantic and efferent response representations. Subsequent research has shown, furthermore, that
imagery word cues engage facial, autonomic, and somatic reflexes
and that for emotionally arousing imagery these responses parallel
reactions to actual pleasant or unpleasant events (Miller et al.,
1987; Vrana, Cuthbert, & Lang, 1989). Hemodynamic neuroimaging research (e.g., fMRI) provides further support for a network
model, demonstrating that emotionally arousing imagery activates
brain circuitry mediating fear/defensive and appetitive/reward
responses. Arousing narratives prompt activation of supplementary

The process of mental imagery has engaged the interest of philosophers and scientists for centuries (Waller, Schweitzer, Brunton, &
Knudson, 2012). Modern cognitive neuroscience approaches to this
phenomenon suggest that mental imagery and perception share
common neural real estate and entail similar functional processes
(e.g., Cichy, Heinzle, & Haynes, 2012; Farah, 1989; Kosslyn,
2005). Since mental imagery is, ipso facto, an internally oriented
brain state, it is considerably more dependent on endogenous signaling in contrast to external perception, which involves a greater
degree of bottom-up activation impinging via sensory processes.
Evidence from effective connectivity analyses indicates that visual
imagery can be differentiated from visual perception by a reversal
in the dominant direction of cortical information flow, with greater
top-down signal flow to parieto-occipital cortical regions being
observed during imagining than perceiving (Dentico et al., 2014).
It is well known that, in some contexts, imagery can interfere with
perception (Craver-Lemley & Reeves, 1992) and that active inhibition of irrelevant sensory cortical regions may be observed during
imagery to protect effortful processing from interference (Amedi,
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motor area and lateral cerebellum (Sabatinelli, Lang, Bradley, &
Flaisch, 2006), consistent with observations regarding reflex physiology. BOLD (blood oxygen level-dependent) activation of the
insula, amygdala, and frontal cortex is found for distressing
imagery (Britton, Phan, Taylor, Fig, & Liberzon, 2005; Sinha
et al., 2005), and Costa, Lang, Sabatinelli, Versace, and Bradley
(2010) reported that pleasant content selectively activated the
nucleus accumbens and the ventral medial prefrontal cortex.
While hemodynamic BOLD data have revealed much about
metabolic changes in brain circuits active during imagery processing, monitoring EEG oscillations during imagery episodes has the
advantage of directly assessing neural activity from large populations of pyramidal cortical cells in real time. The focus here is on
variations in alpha amplitude (8–12 Hz), the human brain’s most
evident large-scale oscillatory activity, visible a prima vista in the
raw EEG recordings (Berger, 1929, 1969).
When participants are at rest, without engaging in active sensory processing (for instance, with eyes closed), substantial oscillatory amplitude increases in the alpha band are apparent (Berger,
1929; Pfurtscheller, Stancak, & Neuper, 1996). This has sometimes
been interpreted as evidence of an idling brain—alpha in this view
being the signature of cortical tissue that neither receives nor processes sensory input (Adrian & Matthews, 1934). Decreases in alpha
spectral amplitude reliably occur with sensory processing of external stimuli (Bollimunta, Mo, Schroeder, & Ding, 2011; Keil, Mussweiler, & Epstude, 2006; Ray & Cole, 1985), and the degree of
reduction has been viewed as an inverse measure of cortical arousal
(Aftanas, Reva, Varlamov, Pavlov, & Makhnev, 2004; De Cesarei
& Codispoti, 2011; Neuper, Grabner, Fink, & Neubauer, 2005).
In a comprehensive review of the literature, Klimesch, Sauseng,
and Hanslmayr (2006) reported that alpha increase is most often
observed in tasks that involve top-down processing in the absence of
external stimulation, for instance, when participants maintain an
internal representation in working memory. According to this view,
the waxing and waning of alpha-band power might index decreased
and increased receptivity of brain circuits to external inputs, creating
temporal windows of excitability (Hanslmayr, Gross, Klimesch, &
Shapiro, 2011). It has been suggested, furthermore, that regional
alpha changes reflect cortically mediated “pulses” of inhibition that
are flexibly deployed as determined by task demands (Foxe &
Snyder, 2011; Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010; Mathewson et al., 2011).
This alpha-band inhibition putatively performs an active gating function by channeling or facilitating the organization of different types
of information processing (Romei, Gross, & Thut, 2010). In studies
of spatial attention, spatial cues prompt fluctuations of alpha oscillations, such that alpha power is decreased in the hemisphere that is
contralateral to the attended stimulus and increased in the ipsilateral
hemisphere, implying that alpha-band oscillations optimize information processing through the suppression of distracting information
(see, e.g., Worden, Foxe, Wang, & Simpson, 2000). In line with this
notion, parametric amplitude increases of alpha-range oscillations
have been demonstrated in a variety of experimental designs that
manipulate the degree of internally focused processing, including
motor process imagery (Neuper, Scherer, Reiner, & Pfurtscheller,
2005; Pfurtscheller & Berghold, 1989), working memory load (Jensen, Gelfand, Kounios, & Lisman, 2002; Klimesch et al., 2006), and
music imagery (Schaefer, Vlek, & Desain, 2011). Summarizing this
literature, the question arises as to whether mental imagery—a process in which distracting information from external inputs may be
actively suppressed to protect effortful processing from harmful
interference (e.g., Amedi et al., 2005)—prompts heightened alpha
oscillations over widespread cortical areas.

In the present research, participants were instructed to generate a
mental image subsequent to linguistic cues. The brain’s time-varying
oscillatory changes were measured with dense-array EEG. In consideration of previous findings regarding alpha enhancement in tasks
involving internal processing, three experiments addressed the following hypotheses: (1) in contrast to passive visual fixation, wordprompted mental imagery should induce sustained alpha amplitude
increases; (2) language-cued imagery should prompt greater alpha
amplitude compared to imagery of semantically less-loaded, geometrical shapes in light of the increased demands on internal processing
loads in the former; and (3) emotionally arousing pleasant and
unpleasant word cues should occasion greater alpha amplitude than
affective neutral word cues—potentially reflecting heightened working memory processing, consequent on the broader cognitive/neural
networks reported for emotional imagery (Lang, 1979).
General Method
Participants
A total of 36 undergraduate students (21 female, 15 male) participated in one of three experiments. No participant was included in
more than one study. Their age ranged from 18 to 21 years, and one
female participant (Experiment 3) reported being left-handed. They
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and volunteered for the
study for course credit. Participants gave written consent after being
given a short description of the study. All procedures were approved
by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Florida.
Procedure
In all three experiments, participants were greeted, gave informed
consent, were led to a sound-attenuated and shielded recording
chamber, and seated in a comfortable chair. Then, a dense array
electrode net was fitted, and participants were presented with a list
of imagery cues (words and geometric shapes) used in the experiment, printed on paper. Prior to the recording session, aspects of
vivid imagery were explained to the participants, emphasizing that
imagery often prompts stimulus visualization but could also engage
one’s own bodily reactions (muscle tension, sweating, changes in
respiration, heart rate). Participants were also instructed to maintain
focus on the fixation cross throughout the experiment and asked to
avoid blinking and head movements while either stimuli or the fixation cross were being presented. After instructions, the experiment
began. In each experimental trial, a visual stimulus (word/shape)
was presented for 6,000 ms, followed by a blank screen (2,000 ms)
that ended with an auditory tone (500 ms). This tone cue signaled
the onset of the imagery period (6,000 ms), terminated by a second,
identical tone. Time between trials varied from 6,000 ms to
9,000 ms. A fixation cross was present on the screen as a center of
focus throughout the imagery period and the intertrial interval. The
time course of stimulus and cue presentation during each trial is
also represented in Figure 1. All stimuli were presented to participants on a 21-inch computer screen with 60 Hz frame rate, placed
1.0 m in front of the viewer. Auditory signals were 800 Hz sine
tones, presented through free-field computer speakers at an intensity of approximately 70 dB SPL.
Apparatus and EEG Data Collection
During all experiments, electrophysiological data were collected
from the scalp using a 257-channel EEG system (EGI, Eugene,
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trode net. Trials that showed remaining ocular artifacts were dismissed at this step of the analysis. Trial counts are reported for
each experiment separately.
Time-Frequency Analysis

Figure 1. Time course of events during each experimental trial. Observers were instructed to maintain gaze on a central fixation cross, which
was present at the center of the screen throughout the experiment. The
Imagery prompt screen differed in content depending on the experiment
and condition, but its presentation length remained constant. Auditory
cues were identical in spacing, pitch, and duration across experiments.
In each trial, data from the -.8 s to 12 s marks, labeled as Analysis Window, were extracted and used for statistical analysis and the graphs in
Figures 2 through 4.

OR). Scalp impedance for each sensor was kept below 50 KX,
which is recommended for this high input impedance amplifier
(200 MX input impedance). The EEG was collected continuously
with a sampling rate of 250 Hz and band-pass filtered to the 0.1–
100 Hz frequency range using a Butterworth 6th order band-pass
filter implemented in MATLAB, having both cutoffs defined as the
3dB points of the filter response function.

Preprocessed segments for each individual subject were transformed to time-varying spectral amplitude using a family of complex Morlet wavelets with a wavelet constant of 7 (see, e.g.,
Tallon-Baudry & Bertrand, 1999). This resulted in a frequency
resolution of 1.43 Hz and a time resolution (full width at half maximum) of 112 ms at a center frequency of 10 Hz. Wavelets were calculated for frequencies between 0.65 and 23.9 Hz, in steps of 0.65
Hz, for full coverage of the lower-frequency spectrum of interest in
the present study. Because of the low trial count, high beta and
gamma range oscillations (> 30 Hz), which tend to be small in
amplitude, were not considered (Keil, 2013). Absolute levels of
time-varying spectral amplitude are shown in figures and were
used for statistical analyses throughout. A baseline correction was
not employed to avoid biasing of the signal towards one specific
aspect during the recording epoch, in which a true baseline did not
exist. Rather, we explicitly tested differences in prestimulus segments using permutation controlled t tests (detailed below), to
avoid spurious statistical results and address any differences
between conditions in terms of overall level of oscillatory activity.

Artifact Handling and Preprocessing

Statistical Analysis

A statistical approach was applied for artifact correction of high
density EEG, which included the transformation of the recorded
data to an average reference. Continuous data were low-pass filtered offline at a frequency of 80 Hz (again, defined as the 3dB
point, 4th order Butterworth filter with 12 dB/octave roll-off implemented in MATLAB) and then submitted to the procedure proposed by Jungh€ofer, Elbert, Tucker, and Rockstroh (2000) for
segmentation and artifact correction. This procedure uses distributions of amplitudes, standard deviations, and change values to identify channels and trials that contain artifacts. Recording artifacts
are first detected using the recording reference (i.e., Cz), and subsequently global artifacts are detected using the average reference. In
a next interactive step, distinct sensors from particular trials are
removed and interpolated based on the distribution. Data at eliminated electrodes are replaced with a statistically weighted spherical
spline interpolation from the full channel set (Jungh€ofer et al.,
2000). Stimulus-locked epochs were extracted between 800 ms preand 12,000 ms postonset of the auditory cue that signaled the onset
of the imagery period.
The mean number of interpolated channels across conditions
and subjects was 12 (range 3–30). With respect to the spatial
arrangement of the approximated sensors, it was ensured that the
rejected sensors were not located within one region of the scalp, as
this would make interpolation for this area invalid. Spherical spline
interpolation was used throughout both for approximation of sensors and illustration of voltage maps (Jungh€ofer, Elbert, Leiderer,
Berg, & Rockstroh, 1997). To avoid the impression of extracranial
effects, sensors of the EGI 257-channel net covering extracranial
tissue (i.e., the neck region) are displayed, but not color-coded in
the illustrations. Single trials with excessive eye movements and
blinks or with more than 30 channels containing artifacts were discarded. The validity of this procedure was further tested by visually
inspecting the vertical and horizontal electrooculogram (EOG)
computed from a subset of the electrodes that were part of the elec-

Two approaches were used to evaluate differences in time-varying
alpha amplitude. First, wavelet amplitude data were averaged for
each subject and condition across a posterior electrode cluster containing POz and its 12 nearest neighbors (see Figure 2, right panel,
for electrode positions), for the wavelets in the alpha range (i.e.,
center frequencies between 9.03–10.96 Hz), and across the time
points during the imagery period (see Figure 2, top panel). This
cluster represented the expected topography of alpha oscillatory
activity typically observed in studies of scalp EEG (Keil et al.,
2006; Lehmann, 1971b). It is also consistent with the locations
showing maximum alpha amplitude, observed across the three
experiments of which this study is comprised (see below). These
regional averages were then compared according to the experimental design of each experiment, by means of paired samples t tests
(Experiments 1 and 2) or repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA; Experiment 3) with a factor of content (pleasant, neutral, unpleasant). For illustration purposes, these test statistics were
also obtained for each sensor and plotted as topographical maps.
Finally, a linear mixed model was calculated on posterior alpha
amplitude means across the three experiments, with participant
(nested in experiment) modeled as a random effects variable, as
well as fixed effects of experiment and condition, where the control
conditions (fixation point, shape, and neutral words) were contrasted against the active conditions of (emotional) word imagery.
The purpose of this analysis was to quantify the reliability of the
hypothesized main effect across the three experiments. This is
important because each experiment had a small sample and was
intended to provide an initial proof of concept rather than explore
specific interactions of imagery instruction with stimulus type,
instruction, or hedonic valence, etc.
In a second step, time-frequency plots reflective of posterior
oscillatory activity were created by averaging the entire timefrequency planes, across the 12 electrodes surrounding POz, as
described above, for each participant and condition. Then, t values
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Figure 2. Grand mean (n 5 12) time-frequency spectra for Experiment 1. Initial alpha amplitude during the 2,000 ms of black screen (after stimulus
offset and while anticipating the cue) is reduced upon cue presentation (2,000–2,500 ms, marked by the gray box). In the following time segment,
alpha-range activity in the word-prompted imagery with eyes-open fixation (top) condition is greater than during the fixation-only (middle) condition,
specifically during imagery: Alpha amplitude modulation begins approximately 1,000 ms after the cue onset and is sustained for 5,000 ms. The bottom
panel displays pairwise t values comparing the two conditions for each time-frequency point. Red color indicates statistical significance (ps < .05) at a
permutation-controlled threshold accounting for the number of comparisons. The right panel shows the topographical distribution of alpha amplitude
(top and middle) as well as t values (bottom) averaged across the entire imagery period (2,000–8,000 ms poststimulus offset). In this figure, spectral
power and statistical indices are projected to a head model using spherical spline interpolation, and sensors covering extracranial tissue are shown
without color coding. The topography at the top right illustrates the location of the electrode site most closely corresponding to site Oz of the International 10-20 system, and shows the sensor group used for ANOVA and grouped t test analyses. Note that there were no condition differences preceding the imagery period in any frequency band.

were determined for each time and frequency point, reflecting differences related to experimental conditions across the entire timefrequency plane. Thresholds for statistical significance were determined using a permutation technique as recommended by Blair
and Karniski (1993; see also Keil, Moratti, Sabatinelli, Bradley, &
Lang, 2005). To this end, 5,000 t planes were generated based on
data in which the condition was randomly shuffled. These t-value
planes were used to create a distribution of t values for each time/
frequency point. The top and bottom 2.5% tails of the resulting distribution served as the critical values for determining statistical significance of a t value at a given time-frequency point. This analysis
allows for the addressing of questions regarding changes of spectral
amplitude over time and effects in frequency bands other than the
alpha band. Importantly, adopting a t-max procedure allowed us to
control for the possibility of Type I errors as a result of performing
multiple time-frequency comparisons.

A word appeared on the screen for 6 s, terminated by a 2-s blank
screen, then a tone cue sounded, and a central crosshair was presented. For the first 20 trials (fixation condition), participants were
under instruction to simply focus their gaze on the central fixation
cross on hearing the tone cue. For the second 20 trials (imagery
condition), participants were instructed that, when they heard the
tone cue, they were to vividly imagine a scene or event suggested
by the word content. The imagery condition was always presented
second, to avoid possible carryover of the imagery instruction to
subsequent fixation-only trials. The same set of words was presented in each condition, in randomized order, with two presentations per word. For EEG analyses, on average, 16.2 trials were
retained for analysis in the imagery condition and 16.0 in the fixation point condition for each subject.

Results
Experiment 1
Procedure
Words with neutral affective ratings were selected from the Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW; Bradley & Lang, 1999)
database and presented to participants using the experimental setup
described above. The ANEW words used in the study are given in
Appendix A. They were selected to (a) be verbs, and (b) have clear
(unambiguous) semantic content, to maximize the participants’
ability to actively engage in imagery of a rich scene that included
motor, perceptual, and emotional information, as per instructions.
Two sets of 20 trials were run; all trials had the same visual format:

As expected, time-frequency decomposition showed a maximum
of the spectral amplitude in the 9–11 Hz range. Amplitude modulation of this frequency band began 500 ms after the onset of the
imagery cue and lasted for about 6,000 ms as seen in Figure 2
(top), thus being sustained throughout the imagery period. Regional
occipitoparietal alpha activity averaged across the time window of
interest was significantly higher in the imagery condition compared
to the fixation point condition (middle), t(11) 5 3.0, p < .05. The
time and frequency specificity of this difference was examined
using permutation t tests of the entire time-frequency plane, as
shown in Figure 2 (bottom). This analysis demonstrated that
instruction-related differences at parieto-occipital sites were
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Figure 3. Grand mean (n 5 12) time-frequency spectra for Experiment 2. Paralleling Experiment 1, increased alpha activity is evident when imagining
scenes prompted by words (top) compared to imagining geometric shapes (middle). Alpha amplitude modulation begins approximately 1,000 ms after
cue onset (gray vertical bars) and is sustained for 5,000 ms. The bottom panel displays pairwise t values comparing the two conditions for each timefrequency point. Red color indicates statistical significance (ps < .05) at a permutation-controlled threshold accounting for multiple comparisons.

constrained to the frequency band around 10 Hz, and temporally
confined to the imagery period. The right panel of Figure 2 demonstrates that the topography of the spectral amplitude in the alpha
range for both conditions and the difference topography were most
pronounced at parietal and occipital electrode sites.
Discussion
This experiment examined the extent to which imagery-induced
brain activity differed from brain activity exhibited during an initial
block of trials in which observers were instructed to fixate on a
central cross. We observed a pronounced enhancement of alphaband activity selectively during word-prompted imagery over
parieto-occipital recording sites. As discussed above, Experiment 2
was designed to replicate and extend this finding, by manipulating
the semantic imagery “load.” Specifically, we contrasted the degree
of alpha amplitude fluctuation during imagery periods prompted by
semantic content (word cues) versus imagining simple nonlinguistic geometric shapes with no semantic content.
Experiment 2

the imagery condition and 16.0 in the geometric shapes condition.
This difference did not reach statistical significance (p > .2)
Results
Alpha activity averaged across posterior electrode sites and across
the imagery period was significantly greater in the word condition
compared to the shape condition, t(11) 5 11.8, p < .01 (see
Figure 3). In the word imagery condition, time-frequency decomposition showed a strong amplitude increase in the 9–11 Hz range
beginning 500 ms after the auditory imagery onset cue and lasting
for about 6,000 ms as seen in the top panel of Figure 3. For comparison, the middle panel shows the shape imagery condition, which
displayed less activity. The bottom panel displays the comparison
of the two conditions in the time and frequency domains computed
using permutation t tests, highlighting that effects of imagery
instruction at parieto-occipital sensors were specific to the alpha
range. Topographical mapping of the spectral amplitude in the
alpha range during the imagery period showed comparable topographies as in Experiment 1, with alpha amplitude showing maxima
around electrode site POz.

Procedure
The experimental setup was the same for this experiment as for
Experiment 1. Stimulus presentation was performed as described in
General Methods. Two different groups of stimuli were used as
imagery cues in this experiment: 20 different geometric shapes
(shape imagery condition) and the same words from ANEW used
in Experiment 1 (word imagery condition). Shapes were circles, triangles, squares, and polygons, shown at different orientations,
drawn in gray on a black background and matching the luminance
of the word cues (approximately 70 candela/m2). Twenty trials of
each condition were presented to participants in pseudorandomized
order where neither condition was presented for more than three trials in a row. An average of 14.8 trials were retained for analysis in

Discussion
This experiment examined the extent to which semantic load
affected the amplitude of alpha oscillations by contrasting imagery
of geometric shapes with imagery based on more complex word
prompts. The results imply that semantic content of the mental
image heightens parietal alpha amplitude, corroborating the findings from Experiment 1. In a final experiment, we examined this
hypothesis in the context of emotional imagery, which has been
proposed to reflect heightened connectivity and intensity of cortical
processing in areas representing sensory, motor, and motivational
aspects of the imagined scene, compared to imagining affectively
neutral scenes. Based on Experiments 1 and 2, we expected that
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Figure 4. Grand mean (n 5 12) time-frequency spectra and time-frequency t-value planes for Experiment 3. During the imagery period specifically,
alpha amplitude differed as a function of word content, with heightened alpha evident during imagery prompted by pleasant (top) and unpleasant (third
from top) compared to neutral words (second from top). The temporal and frequency specificity of these differences to the imagery period and the
alpha range of the frequency spectrum is illustrated by the two bottom panels, displaying pairwise t values comparing the pleasant vs. neutral and
unpleasant vs. neutral word imagery for each time-frequency point. Red color indicates statistical significance (ps < .05) at a permutation-controlled
threshold accounting for the number of comparisons. The right panel shows the topographical distribution of alpha amplitude (top three rows) as well
as t values (bottom two rows) averaged across the entire imagery period (2,000–8,000 ms poststimulus offset).

emotionally engaging cues would prompt greater alpha amplitude
increases than neutral word cues.
Experiment 3

sented for more than three times in a row; each word was presented
only once during the experiment. Across subjects, on average 12.0
trials were retained for analysis in the pleasant condition, 12.3 trials
in the neutral condition, and 12.3 trials in the unpleasant condition.

Procedure
Fifteen pleasant, 15 neutral, and 15 unpleasant words were selected
from the ANEW. The words are listed in Appendix 2. They were
selected to be different in normative ratings with respect to pleasure
(pleasant, neutral, and unpleasant words being rated 7.6, 6.4, and
2.8, respectively) and emotional arousal (6.5, 4.9, and 6.3, respectively, on the 9-point scale of the Self-Assessment Manikin; Lang,
1980). This, together with the need for matching the conditions for
word frequency (mean word frequency 68.6 per million,
SD 5 171.0), could only be achieved by using nouns and adjectives. Again, participants viewed the words for 6 s using the experimental setup described above and were asked to vividly imagine
the word content upon being cued with the same soft tone. Fifteen
trials of each condition (pleasant, neutral, and unpleasant) were
presented in pseudorandomized order, with neither condition pre-

Results
Paralleling Experiments 1 and 2, visual inspection of the timefrequency decomposition showed pronounced posterior alpha
activity in the 9–11 Hz range (see Figure 4). Repeated measures
ANOVA indicated that emotional word content affected mean
alpha amplitude in the time region of interest, F(2,22) 5 6.31,
p < .01. Following up this main effect, paired t tests revealed that
alpha amplitude was greater for the pleasant, t(11) 5 2.42, p < .05,
and unpleasant, t(11) 5 2.97, p < .05 conditions, compared to the
neutral condition, but pleasant and unpleasant scene imagery did
not differ, t(11) < 1.3. The bottom panel of Figure 4 displays the
permutation t planes for these comparisons, where red color implies
that t values exceeded the permutation-controlled threshold of 3.18.
Again, a sustained increase of alpha amplitude was observed when
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imagining pleasant and unpleasant, compared to neutral content.
The other frequency ranges did not show sustained and robust modulation resulting from the imagery instructions.
Joint Analysis of Experiments 1 to 3
The mixed model analysis of the joint data from the three experiments showed that, across experiments, active conditions involving
semantic or emotionally engaging imagery content were associated
with greater alpha amplitude than control conditions involving fixation, shapes, or neutral words, F(1,44.6) 5 16.1, p < .01. By contrast, alpha amplitude did not vary by experiment, nor did
experiment and condition interact, Fs < 1, ps > .4. Thus, across
experiments, imagery with greater semantic and affective load
resulted in greater alpha amplitude compared to the various control
conditions.
General Discussion
The present series of three experiments set out to examine the sensitivity of time-varying alpha oscillations to text-driven, semantically loaded imagery. Predictions were based on findings of
heightened alpha amplitude when experimental tasks require active
maintenance of internal representations (e.g., working memory
load) as compared to tasks that involve processing external stimuli
(reviewed in Klimesch et al., 2006).
Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrated that word-prompted imagery
of semantic content elicits greater posterior alpha activity than an
eyes-open fixation instruction (Experiment 1), or imagining geometric shapes (Experiment 2). Modulation as a function of imagery
was most pronounced over parieto-occipital cortices, which is in
line with the classical topography of alpha amplitude when comparing rest and active conditions (Lehmann, 1971a). Experiment 3
expanded on these findings, demonstrating that imagining words
with emotional content prompted greater alpha-band amplitude
than imagery of affectively neutral words. In line with Experiments
1 and 2, these results support the view that posterior alpha amplitude reflects internal processing, potentially indicating top-down
control (Klimesch et al., 2006) and active memory networks (Bonnefond & Jensen, 2012; Jensen et al., 2002). The joint analyses of
the three experiment in a mixed linear model showed strong evidence of a main effect of imagery content, but did not point
towards an interaction effect of imagery instruction with stimulus
type, instruction, or hedonic valence. This negative result should be
treated with caution given the small sample size in each of the three
experiments, which aimed to provide initial proof of concept rather
than explore specifics of task stimuli or instruction. These questions may be explored in future research, using appropriate sample
sizes.
Many recent models of alpha oscillations emphasize their role
in suppressing/inhibiting neural excitation by task-irrelevant, distracting stimuli (Foxe & Snyder, 2011), as well as indexing excitability of neural tissue (Rajagovindan & Ding, 2011). The finding
of heightened alpha amplitude during semantically loaded imagery
is generally consistent with the suggested roles for alpha oscillations during task processing. Notably, the interpretation of alpha
amplitude enhancement as reflecting an active cognitive process is
in stark contrast with traditional interpretations of alpha as an index
of inactive tissue (Davidson, Ekman, Saron, Senulis, & Friesen,
1990) or cortical idling (Pfurtscheller et al., 1996) first described
by Adrian and Matthews (1934). Future work might attempt to
parametrically manipulate semantic content of imagined scenes
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along a continuum of semantic complexity (e.g., word association
value or meaningfulness as proposed by Paivio, Yuille, & Madigan, 1968).
It is interesting to consider that the interpretations stated above
ground language and concepts in perception-action systems of the
human brain (Pulverm€uller & Fadiga, 2010). Empirical work linking imagery and language representation (Bugelski, 1970; Paivio
et al., 1968) has shown that processing action-related words
engages regions involved in actual actions, but words designating
objects engage higher order sensory cortices (Hauk, Davis, Kherif,
& Pulverm€uller, 2008). Language-prompted imagery of complex
scenes is expected to engage many types of representations—action
as well as object memories together with the temporal and semantic
content associated with the imagined scene. Thus, a rich pattern of
distributed neural communication would be expected, paralleling
language processing (Pulverm€uller, 1996). Future studies may utilize imagery prompts similar to those in the present study to investigate wide-range connectivity during mental imagery of complex
scenes.
Imagery is by definition a private mental event, so questions
regarding compliance with the task during experimentation are
warranted. The increased activation directly after onset of imagery
cues strongly suggests that participants responded to the imagery
cue. Thus, prior studies in both clinical and research settings utilizing paradigms with similar or identical language cues (McTeague
et al., 2009; McTeague, Lang, Laplante, & Bradley, 2011) have
repeatedly reported that text-driven imagery prompts heightened
autonomic and somatic reactions consistent with emotional engagement (Borkovec & Hu, 1990; Cuthbert et al., 2003; Lang & Bradley, 2010).
The event-related time-frequency analyses conducted in this
study suggested that imagery-related differences were specific to
the alpha range, but it is conceivable that some effects in higher
frequency bands were not detected because of the limited trial
count used in the present study. Although appropriate to estimate
robust and large alpha oscillations, trial counts of 20 or less may
not be suitable for reliably quantifying events in the beta or gamma
frequency ranges, which tend to be substantially lower in amplitude
than alpha-band activity in the human EEG (Nunez & Silberstein,
2000). Oscillatory activity recorded from neural populations has
been related to a variety of neurophysiological processes in animal
models and other imaging modalities in humans. Alpha phase (relative latency of alpha waves) in particular appears to play a major
role in the temporal organization and alignment of cortical high
gamma oscillations (> 50 Hz) involved in basic perceptual and
cognitive processes (Schroeder & Lakatos, 2009). Recent evidence
indicates that the amplitude of cortical gamma can become coupled
to the phase of thalamic alpha oscillations (Roux, Wibral, Singer,
Aru, & Uhlhaas, 2013). Gamma oscillations embedded in lowerfrequency rhythms have also been discussed as a potential mechanism of predictive coding (Neymotin et al., 2013) and active sampling of multimodal sensory events (Schroeder, Wilson, Radman,
Scharfman, & Lakatos, 2010) as well as motor interactions with
the environment (Haig & Gordon, 1998). To the extent that mental
imagery could be seen as purely top-down driven (see Dentico
et al., 2014) and thus as pure prediction from memory in a Bayesian sense (Melloni, Schwiedrzik, Muller, Rodriguez, & Singer,
2011), explorations of alpha phase and gamma amplitude—while
outside of the scope of this report—may represent an interesting
avenue for future research.
In conclusion, the present study demonstrates reliable enhancement of parietal alpha amplitude when participants are instructed to
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imagine complex scenes prompted by language cues. In light of the
extant theoretical and neurophysiological work, our findings may
be interpreted as reflecting active neural communication in cortical
networks representing motor, semantic, and perceptual aspects of

the imagined scene. Future work may explore the usefulness of
such an index, based on inexpensive and accessible EEG recordings, to monitor imagery-related brain activity in translational and
clinical research.
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Appendix A
List of ANEW Words Used in Experiments 1 and 2
to dance, to run, to throw, to climb, to descend, to exit, to
draw, to exercise, to fold, to lock, to organize, to pour, to relax,
to reserve, to sew, to sit, to sleep, to wind, to listen, to contemplate (from Bradley & Lang, 1999)

Appendix B
List of ANEW Words Used in Experiment 3
Pleasant: ski-jump, circus, fireworks, party, rollercoaster, beach,
exercise, game, bouquet, wedding, birthday, kiss, romantic, flirt,
fragrance
Neutral: nun, golfer, teacher, girl, boy, man, astronaut, woman,
bride, dancer, baby, brother, child, doctor, gymnast
Unpleasant: alcoholic, beggar, criminal, invader, traitor, poison,
vomit, putrid, gangrene, slime, rancid, garbage, scum, pus,
rotten (from Bradley & Lang, 1999)

